Jumping in the Leaves

TIME REQUIRED
Five class periods, approximately 50 minutes each

OBJECTIVES
Students will...
• Be introduced to drawing the human figure in proportion.
• Learn how to draw a figure in action (jumping up in the air).
• Learn how to make a print with a stamp.
• Learn that the warm colors are red, yellow, and orange.
• Create a mixed-media portrait combining printed leaves and a drawn self-portrait.

VOCABULARY
figure drawing                      self-portrait
proportion                         printmaking/stamping
mixed-media/collage                warm colors

NATIONAL STANDARDS
Content Standard #1: Understanding and applying media, techniques, and processes.
Content Standard #3: Choosing and evaluating a range of subject matter, symbols, and ideas.

RESOURCES
Images of children jumping in the leaves: Artsonia Gallery
INSTRUCTIONS: DAY 1

• Show students an example of a finished piece and explain that they will be creating self-portraits of themselves jumping in leaves.
• Have students select two pieces of 12” x 18” construction paper: one in a shade of blue for the sky and one in a shade of brown or green for the ground.
• Direct students to take the paper for the ground, hold it horizontal, and tear it downwards in half. Tearing will create a rough edge for the ground.
• Make sure students have their paper for the sky turned so that it is vertical.
• Tell students to place a line of glue around the edge of the paper for the ground and glue it to the bottom of the paper for the sky. They have created their background.
• Demonstrate how to stamp leaves onto the background, creating the look that leaves are flying around the air.
• Have students stamp leaves on their paper. Allow them to stamp with one set of colors for 10 minutes, and then have them switch to a table with a different set of colors for the remaining class time.

INSTRUCTIONS: DAY 2

• Explain to the students that they will be creating additional leaves that will be glued to their background. These leaves will be cut out and shared with other classmates.
• Have students select one piece of 12” x 18” construction paper (red, orange, yellow, natural, or brown) and begin stamping leaves on it. Allow them to stamp with one set of colors for 10 minutes, and then have them switch to a table with a different set of colors for the remaining class time.

PREPARATIONS (DAY 1 & 2)

• Cover six tables with newspaper.
• Make three trays each of red, orange, and brown tempera.
• Make three trays of yellow and gold tempera mixed together.
• Place one tray of red tempera and one tray of orange tempera on three tables.
• Place one tray of the yellow and gold tempera mixture and one tray of brown tempera on three different tables.
• Place two foam brayers and two leaf stamps at each table.
INSTRUCTIONS: DAY 3
• Explain to students that they will be drawing the self-portrait of themselves jumping. On the board, demonstrate the proportion of the human figure. Explain that an adult is approximately 7 “heads” high and a child is approximately 6 “heads” high.
• Ask students to pose as if they are jumping in leaves. Have them watch each other as they jump to see how their legs and arm bend. Draw an example on the board.
• Pass out one piece of 12” x 18” white drawing paper to each student.
• Have students write their names on their paper and begin drawing their self-portraits. Let them know to include details, such as clothing and other accessories.
• Instruct students to trace their drawings with black Sharpie® markers.

INSTRUCTIONS: DAY 4
• Have students use crayons to add color to their self-portraits.
• When they are finished, direct students to cut out their self-portraits and glue them to their background.

INSTRUCTIONS: DAY 5
• Pass back the construction paper with the leaf prints, and have students cut out their leaves. Tell them to make a pile of leaves to be shared in the middle of their table.
• Pass back the backgrounds with the glued-on self-portraits.
• Instruct students to glue the cut-out leaves onto the self portrait. If the leaves are glued with just one small, straight line of glue down the back, the edges can be folded up after the leaves are dry to create a 3-D effect.
MATERIALS LIST

- Nasco budget white sulphite drawing paper – 500 sheets, 12” x 18”, 60 lb. — 9700925
- Nasco Country School™ construction paper – 50 sheets, 12” x 18”
  - Light blue — 9727122(M)
  - Blue — 9727122(B)
  - Light brown — 9727122(N)
  - Turquoise — 9727122(C)
  - Dark brown — 9727122(F)
- Nasco glue, 4 oz. — 9729647
- Nasco No. 2 pencils – pkg. of 12 — 9728094
- Erasers – box of 24, 1” x 1” — 9728737
- Sharpie® fine-point markers – box of 12, black — 9717997(A)
- Nasco Country School™ crayon classroom set – pkg. of 800, 50 each of 16 colors — 9725958
- Nasco Leaf Stamp Set of 6 (two sets needed) — 9714351
- Nasco Premium Grade Tempera Paint – Quart
  - Orange — 9705920(B)
  - Red — 9705920(A)
  - Yellow — 9705920(C)
  - Brown — 9705920(F)
- Nasco Country School™ student-grade tempera – pint, gold — 9707589(B)
- Ink mixing trays – pkg. of 10, 6½” x 6½” — 9722405
- Nasco economy foam brayer – 2½” (you will need two for each table) — 8200131
- Nasco Country School™ 5” scissor packs of 24 — Blunt — 9726128 or Pointed — 9726129